[Methodologic aspects of body water kinetic dynamic studies].
In studying the level of hydration and liquid phases (LPs) in a space mission there use the stable and/or radioactive isotopes. The investigations are unique, the methods are adequate but not adapted in full measure to the challenges of the problem under study. The methodical approaches to the study of the dynamics of water metabolism are not available. Repeated introduction of the markers for these purposes is not acceptable. Another problem associates with taking the markers orally. In this case, a concentration of the markers will depend on the absorption and excretion processes. Prior to, during and in the readaptation period these functions will be different, making a correlation of the accumulated data difficult. There advances a possible version of solving these problems, namely, to use for the dynamic studies the residual contents of the markers in the LPs after single injection. However, this approach calls for investigating the kinetics of markers in weightlessness or during its ground-based simulation. The kinetics of tritium water has been studied in 6 volunteers under conditions of the 5-day bedrest and in 9 healthy men during free motor activity. There determined the characteristics of marker kinetics in a healthy man during his routine living activities. Under bedrest conditions there have been noted slowing-down of the rate and a decrease in the degree of marker accumulation in the body after its single injection, the shift of a period of relative stabilization of marker content in LP to the more late dates of experiment, slowing-down of the marker excretion rate from the body.